


Tinazzi is located in Lazise, near the 
beautiful Garda Lake. It was founded 
at the end of 1968, in Cavaion 
Veronese (Verona - Veneto), through 
the enthusiasm, passion and 
perseverance of Eugenio Tinazzi.

Currently, the company is still family owned and 
managed with competent entrepreneurship by Gian 

Andrea, the founder’s son, and his children Giorgio 
and Francesca , who continue the ambitious project 

of a wine cellar in constant growth. 

Over the years, the Tinazzi family purchased new 
estates and vineyards, both in Veneto and in Apulia, 

a region they love  and in whose potential for an 
high quality winemaking they strongly believe.

They work with commitment and passion towards 
high quality and continuous improvement 

in order to fulfill the needs of  Italian and 
international customers.

TINAZZI FAMILY



OUR WINES

TINAZZI – Winegrowers in Verona - Veneto - Italy

CA’ DE’ ROCCHI – Typical wines from Veneto - Italy

TENUTA VALLESELLE – Hectars of vines and hospitality - Veneto - Italy

PODERI CAMPOPIAN – Typical Valpolicella wines - Veneto - Italy

FEUDO CROCE – Hectars of vines and hospitality - Apulia - Italy

CANTINE SAN GIORGIO – Ancient wines from Apulia - Italy
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PROPERTIES and ESTATES

   TINAZZI

PIGIATURA TINAZZI

FEUDO CROCE

TENUTA VALLESELLE

PODERI CAMPOPIAN

CANTINE SAN GIORGIO

GARDA LAKE, 
VERONA, VENETO:
Tenuta Valleselle
12 hectars of vines 
and hospitality

Tinazzi                       
Cellar and Wine shop

VALPOLICELLA, 
VERONA, VENETO:
Poderi Campopian
12 hectars of vines 
Pigiatura Tinazzi drying 
e vinification

Casa Vitivinicola Tinazzi owns vineyards and cellars in Veneto and Apulia TARANTO, 
PUGLIA: 
Feudo Croce
66 hectars of vines 
and hospitality

Cantine San Giorgio
Cellar and Wine shop



CASA VITIVINICOLA TINAZZI

VENETO
Casa Vitivinicola Tinazzi 

has its headquarters at 
Cantine Tinazzi in Lazise 

where, using the most 
advanced technologies, 

the grapes are vinified for 
white-wine production.

Giuseppe Gallo and his 
team follow all the steps 

of the production process: 
from the vineyard to the 

bottle. A computerized 
system controls all the 

stainless steel vats. The 
winery houses also a 

modern internal laboratory 
to analize the wine during 

the whole vinification 
process.



TENUTA VALLESELLE

VENETO

12 HECTARS OF VINES
Tenuta Valleselle is a charming country house nestled 
in the enchanting hills of Lake Garda, near Bardolino. 
The estate is surrounded by 12 hectars of lush 
vineyards and olive groves.

Tenuta Valleselle was purchased in 1986 by Gian 
Andrea Tinazzi from the community of Camaldolese 
Friars.

After a careful restoration, it has become the place of 
Tinazzi Winery dedicated to hospitality.

In the estate you can walk through the olive trees, 
visit the vineyards and taste the wines of the cellar, 
there are courses of Italian cuisine and team building 
classes based on cooking competitions. 

The farmhouse is also available for events and 
romantic and intimate weddings.

TENUTA VALLESELLE



PODERI CAMPOPIAN

Poderi Campopian is the new 
Valpolicella Classico estate of 

Cantine Tinazzi. 
Situated in Sant’Ambrogio di 
Valpolicella (Verona) Poderi 

Campopian is undergoing a careful 
conservative restoration.

The 12 hectares vineyards are 
located on the higher hills of the 

heart of the Valpolicella Classico 
area.

The estate will produce a limited 
number of top quality icon wines.

VENETO



DRYING AND VINIFICATION

VENETO

Starting from 2015 Tinazzi has a new grape 
drying, pressing and vinification plant in 
Sant’Ambrogio di Valpolicella (Verona).

It is equipped with modern machinery and 
an internal laboratory to analize the grapes 

and the wine during the whole drying and 
vinification process.

Here Tinazzi produces all of his red wines 
from Valpolicella and the Veneto areas.



CANTINE SAN GIORGIO

Cantine San Giorgio is a historic 
business in the territory of Salento, 

founded in 1962 as a wine 
cooperative. The Tinazzi family, after 
careful assessment, in 2011 invested 

in the winery with the aim and 
commitment to give new impulse to 

local wine production, enhancing the 
potential of the typical vines.

Cantine San Giorgio is now an 
important production reality in one 

of the most interesting wine region in 
Italy and has got itself noticed for the 

commitment to high quality grapes 
and wines.

The symbol of Cantine San Giorgio is 
the ”Torre Vinaria” a 21 meters white 

tower that houses 6 stores of vats, 
one underground and five above 

ground. Cement vats have become 
very popular again in recent years, 

primarily due to their capacity of 
maintaining the temperature of the 

wine constant thanks to the qualities 
and thickness of the concrete.

PUGLIA



66 HECTARS OF VINES
Feudo Croce is a wonderful farmhouse located in 
Carosino, near Grottaglie on the Salento peninsula, 
the Apulia’s wine area par excellence. 
Tinazzi group purchased the estate in 2001. 
Over the years, it has planted the vines and installed 
an irrigation system using innovative water collecting 
techniques that play a vital role in grapes growing. 
The estate grows traditional varieties of Salento. 
It uses the Guyot system and the traditional Apulian 
“alberello” training system to grow its vines. 
The company is devoted to the production of typical 
autochthonous wines such as Primitivo, Negroamaro, 
Malvasia Nera and Malvasia Bianca.

The farmhouse is open to visitors, who can enjoy wine 
tasting and other activities. The photographic museum 
showing the winemaking process makes Feudo Croce 
an interesting place also for educational visits.

FEUDO CROCE

PUGLIA



OUR AWARDS



TINAZZIExperience

In November 2010 Tinazzi starts a cooking 
classes project aiming to promote 

the Italian culture of wine and territory 
through enogastronomic activities in the 

estates of Tenuta Valleselle in Veneto and 
Feudo Croce in Apulia.

With a dynamic and involving approach 
guests can experience Italian tastes, 
foods, wines and aromas, eating the 

traditional dishes that an experienced 
Italian chef teaches them to cook.

Every cooking class ends with a wine 
tasting of the most important wines of 

Casa Vitivinicola Tinazzi.
It’s a unique experience through the 

Italian regional enogastronomic culture 
that characterizes the Tinazzi style.

www.tinazziexperience.it



Selezione di famiglia  
Amarone della Valpolicella DOP
Tinazzi - Veneto



Activities Production, grape vinification, bottling and marketing of wines

Vineyards total of 90 hectares: 
Veneto - Bardolino Classico 12 hectares
Veneto - Valpolicella 12 hectares
Apulia- 66 hectares

Corporate Designation SRL

Paid Capital 100.000,00 €

Chairman Gian Andrea Tinazzi

Directors Export Manager Giorgio Tinazzi
Management Control Francesca Tinazzi 
Administration Manager Franco Micheletti

Laboratory winemaker Giuseppe Gallo

Sale 10% Italy,  90% Export

Certifications
ISO 9001:2008 (Sistema di Gestione per la Qualità  Certificato) 

UNI EN ISO 22005:2008  (Tracciabilità nella filiera agroalimentare)

BRC British Retail Consortium 

IFS Internationa Food Standard   



TINAZZI SRL 
Via delle Torbiere, 13

37017 Lazise | Verona | Italia Tel. 
+39.045.6470.697

Fax +39.045.6471.117
www.tinazzi.it | info@tinazzi.it

VAT 00107370231

Iscr. Reg. Imp. di VR n. 00107370231
REA n. 147942

@CantineTinazzi

CantineTinazzi

@Cantine.Tinazzi

EXPORT SALES
ELISABETTA FACCHINETTI    elisabetta.facchinetti@tinazzi.it 
ELISABETTA IOB    elisabetta.iob@tinazzi.it
ALBERTO CANELLA kundendienst@tinazzi.it
MICHELE REBONATO    michele.rebonato@tinazzi.it

EXPORT LOGISTIC
CLAUDIA NICOLIS    claudia.nicolis@tinazzi.it

ITALIAN SALES AND LOGISITIC
CLAUDIA TOMMASI    claudia.tommasi@tinazzi.it

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
GIADA LEDDA    giada.ledda@tinazzi.it

INCOMING
welcome@tinazzi.it




